Direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF) 1,2 is one of two laser-based techniques being pursued for achieving controlled nuclear fusion at the 1.8-MJ National Ignition Facility (NIF). 3 In direct-drive hot-spot ignition designs, laser ablation of a spherical shell drives the implosion and compression of a cryogenic deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel layer, into which a fusion burn wave propagates after first being initiated in a central, low-density hot spot. 4 To achieve ignition, the fuel must be compressed to an areal density greater than 0.3 g/cm 2 , which can be achieved by keeping the pressure close to the Fermi-degenerate pressure. Preheat of the DT fuel by suprathermal electrons generated by laser-plasma instabilities (LPI's) increases this pressure, degrades compression, and inhibits ignition. Consequently, control of LPI suprathermal (or "hot")-electron production is critical for a successful implosion.
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [5] [6] [7] [8] and two-plasmon decay (TPD) 9 are two instabilities that are capable of generating hot electrons since they both excite electrostatic waves in the plasma that provide accelerating fields. SRS entails the decay of a laser light wave into an electron plasma wave and a scatteredlight wave at densities at or below one quarter of the critical density of the laser, while TPD is the decay of a laser light wave into two electrostatic plasma waves (plasmons) near the quartercritical density. Previous studies of SRS and TPD have examined single-beam thresholds, 9,10 quantified suprathermal electron production, 6, 11, 12 explored collective multibeam processes, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and investigated the spatial properties of TPD 19 and the angular distribution of the resulting hot electrons 20 -an important consideration when computing preheat. SRS imposes serious constraints on ignition designs in the indirect-drive approach to ICF because of the high single-beam intensities and large volumes of quasi-homogeneous plasma that are required when using gas-filled hohlraums. 21 To date, direct-drive experiments have shown minimal SRS resulting from lower single-beam intensities and density scale lengths shorter than ignition scale.
The low level or absence of observable SRS reflectivity in subscale (density scale length L n + 150 nm and electron temperature T e + 2 keV) direct-drive implosions on the OMEGA 23 will have much longer density scale lengths (L n + 600 nm) and hotter coronal electron temperatures (T e K 5 keV), placing the interaction conditions in a previously unexplored regime.
Until the experiments described herein, carried out on a MJscale facility, it was not possible to simultaneously achieve the density scale length, laser intensity, electron temperature, and transverse plasma dimensions that are characteristic of ignition-scale direct-drive implosions.
This article presents the first exploration of the LPI origins, scaling, and possible mitigation of hot electrons under direct-drive ignition-relevant conditions. These new observations indicate the dominance of SRS over TPD, a result not previously anticipated, with significant implications for directdrive-ignition designs.
Planar targets were irradiated from one side with 351-nm laser light using a subset of the NIF's 192 beams, with 1-D smoothing by spectral dispersion 24 at 90 GHz. These beams are arranged into cones that share a common angle with respect to the polar axis. There are four such cones in each hemisphere: the "inner" cones have angles of 23.5° and 30° (32 beams in each hemisphere), while the "outer" cones have angles of 44.5° and 50° (64 beams in each hemisphere). All targets described here were irradiated using beams in the southern hemisphere. The targets were thick CH (or Si) disks with a 4.4-mm diameter and a 1.2-mm (or 0.75-mm) thickness, oriented toward a polar angle between 0° and 30°. Planar targets were chosen because they are the only way, currently, to achieve direct-drive ignition-relevant plasma conditions, while using a reduced laser energy (+200 kJ) on the NIF. The use of planar targets also reduces the level of cross-beam energy transfer 25 30 The electron temperature inferred from this technique is T e = 4.5!0.2 keV. The DRACO calculations predict a consistent temperature (4.5 keV), giving confidence in the numerical modeling of the corona and indicating that ignition-relevant temperatures have been achieved. As a result of refraction effects, this spectral feature is emitted only perpendicularly to the density gradient (i.e., along the target normal), 19 and its observation required that the target be tilted to face the diagnostic [ Time-resolved scattered-light spectra at collection angles of (a) 0°, (b) 23.5°, and (c) 50° relative to the target normal. These images were obtained in two CH target experiments. The image in (a) corresponds to an experiment (d) with the target oriented toward a streaked spectrometer and (e) irradiated by a ramp-flat pulse at a peak quarter-critical laser intensity of 1.3 # 10 15 W/cm 2 . The images in (b) and (c) correspond to an experiment (f) with the target oriented toward the south pole of NIF and was (g) irradiated first by beams at incidence angles of 45° and 50°, followed by beams at 23° and 30°. The streaked spectrum from a spherical-geometry experiment on OMEGA [inset in (a)] is contrasted to the image in (a). in the OMEGA experiment are a definitive diagnostic of the presence of TPD. 31 The doublet arises by processes such as inverse resonance absorption, inverse parametric decay, and self-Thomson scattering that convert the up-and down-shifted TPD daughter plasma waves into transverse (light) waves. 28 The lack of a blue-shifted half-harmonic and the narrowness of the red-shifted feature seen in the NIF experiment is a strong indication that different physical processes are occurring at the quarter-critical surface. The sharp feature observed in the NIF experiment is a well-known signature of the absolute Raman instability that can occur at densities close to quarter critical. 28 The OMEGA spectrum implies the absence of SRS around n 4 c and the presence of TPD, while the NIF spectrum implies the presence of SRS at and below . n 4 c Although the presence of some TPD activity in the NIF experiment cannot be entirely ruled out on the basis of Fig. 151.22(a) since the conversion efficiencies of TPD waves to half-harmonic emission relative to absolute SRS are difficult to quantify, it seems most plausible that SRS, rather than TPD, is the dominant quarter-critical LPI mechanism in ignition-scale direct-drive experiments. Fig. 151.22(a) , is in the SRS-dominated regime: the threshold for SRS is exceeded by a factor of +22, while the TPD threshold is exceeded by a factor of +6. It is expected that this qualitative trend of SRS being increasingly prominent relative to TPD with increasing scale length and temperature 32 applies also for more-complicated cases of multiple obliquely incident beams, although this is a subject of future work. This observation is attributed to SRS sidescatter, 33 for which newly developed theory and supporting simulations are described in a companion manuscript. 34 In this process the SRS light waves propagate approximately tangentially to contours of constant electron density in the corona and see much greater gains relative to backscatter. The data shown in Figs. 151.22(b) and 151.22(c) are in agreement with the predictions of this theory and cannot be explained by narrow-angle backscatter simply caused by refraction, particularly for the SRS observed at 50°. Therefore, the propagation direction (and collection angle) of SRS light, after it has finished refracting and is in vacuum, is determined solely by its wavelength (i.e., the density where it was generated) and depends only weakly on the incidence angle of the beams that produced it. This is evident in Fig. 151.22(b) , where SRS light at 23.5° is observed at +650 nm during both outer-beam and inner-beam irradiation. The SRS shifts to shorter wavelengths (+620 nm) when the observation angle is moved to 50°.
To determine the total amount of SRS generated in these experiments, absolutely calibrated photodiodes measured the SRS light collected in +2 # 10 -3 sr in the two full-aperture backscatter stations (FABS's) 26 at 50° and 30°. These measurements were then extrapolated to account for the total emission. This was accomplished using a ray-tracing code with plasma parameters and geometry provided by DRACO simulations to obtain simulated SRS emission profiles that include refraction and absorption as functions of wavelength and angle of observation (transmission of SRS light from its origin ranges from 2% at 702 nm to +50% at 630 nm). These calculations assume 2r azimuthal symmetry around the target normal. With the above assumptions, it is estimated that between 2% and 6% of incident laser energy is converted to SRS light.
The inferred SRS light energy is compared to the energy in hot electrons, which is inferred from hard x-ray bremsstrahlung emission generated by the interaction of hot electrons with the target. 35 This bremsstrahlung emission was detected using the NIF filter fluorescer (FFLEX) diagnostic. 36 The FFLEX signals were analyzed by performing Monte Carlo electron-photon transport calculations with the EGSnrc code, 37 using a singletemperature (T hot ) 3-D Maxwellian hot-electron distribution. These calculations relate the absolute intensity of hard x-ray emission to the total quantity of hot electrons that produce it. Figure 151 .24 shows the corresponding fraction of laser energy converted to hot electrons (f hot ) as a function of laser intensity at the quarter-critical density as calculated by DRACO for a series of experiments that include both CH and Si targets. The hard x-ray data were integrated over the period of the experiment starting after 4.5 ns. For outer-beam irradiation, f hot increased from 0.7!0.2% to 2.9!0.6% as the laser intensity increased from 5.9 # 10 14 W/cm 2 to 14 # 10 14 W/cm 2 . For inner-beam irradiation of CH targets, f hot increased from 1.2!0.2% to 2.6!0.5% for intensities of 6.2 # 10 14 W/cm 2 to 11 # 10 14 W/cm 2 . The uncertainty in f hot is based on the statistical uncertainty in the single-temperature fit to the hard x-ray spectra. For CH experiments, T hot is inferred to be between 45 and 55 keV for the outerbeam drive and 62 keV for the inner-beam drive, independent of laser intensity, with an uncertainty of !4 to 5 keV. The threshold intensity for the onset of measurable hot electrons in CH targets lies in the vicinity of 4 # 10 14 W/cm 2 .
The inferred energy and temperature of the hot electrons are consistent with simple arguments based on SRS being their source. By conserving wave action in the scattering process (i.e., the Manley-Rowe relations 38 ), it was determined that, for SRS wavelengths between 600 and 650 nm, the total energy in plasma waves is 70% to 85% of the total energy in SRS or between 1.4% and 5% of the incident laser energy for the experiments shown in Fig. 151.22 . It is quite plausible that kinetic mechanisms such as wave breaking or stochastic processes can convert the plasma-wave energy into hot electrons with an efficiency sufficient to account for the fraction that is observed (f hot = 1% to 3%). The characteristic temperature for SRS-generated electrons is often estimated by
where v z is the phase velocity of the plasma wave.
For our experiments, where SRS is observed from wavelengths of +620 nm to +702 nm (2m 0 ), the corresponding hot-electron temperatures range from +30 to +85 keV (T z + m e c 2 /6 for n n 4 e c = ), which is consistent with the hot-electron temperatures that best fit the measured hard x-ray spectrum.
The combination of T hot and f hot inferred in these experiments is close to the level that can be permitted in direct-driveignition designs, typically considered to be f hot +0.5% to 1% for T hot + 50 keV (Refs. 2 and 39). This estimate is based on an allowable coupling of +0.1% of laser energy to hot-electron preheat in the DT fuel and a near-2r angular divergence of hot electrons inferred in OMEGA spherical experiments. 20 Based on these data, direct-drive-ignition designs using a CH ablator and quarter-critical laser intensities of +5 # 10 14 W/cm 2 may be acceptable, but for higher intensities, LPI mitigation is likely to be necessary. The discovery of a regime dominated by SRS, rather than by TPD as on OMEGA, necessitates a CH outer beams-after 4.5 ns CH inner beams-after 4.5 ns Si inner beams-after 4.5 ns Figure 151 . 24 Fraction of laser energy converted to hot electrons as a function of quartercritical laser intensity, for laser drive using outer beams (diamonds) and inner beams (triangles), for CH ablators (blue, green) and Si ablators (orange). The uncertainty in f hot is based on the statistical uncertainty in T hot extracted from the fit to the hard x-ray spectrum, propagated through EGSnrc modeling.
re-evaluation of the angular divergence of hot electrons at direct-drive ignition-relevant conditions and may also require reconsideration of mitigation strategies.
One potential LPI mitigation strategy, originally proposed for TPD, uses strategically placed mid-Z layers in the ablator to locally shorten the density scale length, increase the electron temperature, enhance electron-ion collisional damping, and reduce Landau damping of ion-acoustic waves. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] This reduction in scale length and increase in temperature are predicted as well for planar Si experiments (L n from +690 nm in CH to +560 nm in Si; T e from +4.4 keV in CH to +5.2 keV in Si), for which hot-electron data are shown in Fig. 151 . 24 . The use of Si ablators has a modest effect on hot-electron levels, although it does increase the hot-electron intensity threshold to around 6 # 10 14 W/cm 2 . The lack of hot electrons in this experiment also correlates with a minimal level of SRS observed in any of the spectrometers.
In summary, the first experiments to investigate LPI at direct-drive ignition-relevant coronal plasma conditions have revealed evidence of a regime dominated by SRS, with a significant contribution from tangential sidescatter. This result is in stark contrast to prior experiments on OMEGA at shorter scale lengths and lower temperatures, in which SRS was minimal and quarter-critical instabilities were identified as TPD. For the first time, intensity thresholds for LPI hot electrons have been evaluated at direct-drive-ignition scales, and the use of a Si ablator has been found to increase the threshold intensity slightly, from +4 # 10 14 W/cm 2 to +6 # 10 14 W/cm 2 . These quarter-critical laser intensities present a viable design space for direct drive. As discussed, these results have implications for LPI hot-electron preheat mitigation in direct-drive-ignition designs, which traditionally have included strategies to mitigate TPD, but will have to consider SRS. In future experiments, it will be important to characterize the angular distribution of hot electrons, which strongly affects the tolerable level of hot-electron generation and may be different in this SRS-dominated regime than in TPD-dominated experiments on OMEGA. 20 Optical Thomson scattering will ultimately be used on the NIF 46, 47 to directly probe and characterize plasma waves in the quarter-critical region, as has been done previously on OMEGA, 16 in order to definitively assess the presence or absence of TPD.
